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   A careless mistake has been committed in the calculation ofthe values in the 3rd column of Table 
I. These values hould be corrected as: 
   pressure/kbar 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 
   log T(p)/log rlt) 0.97i 0.956 0.918 0.88fi 0.859 0.835 
Hence [he deviation of Hamann and Lipton's equazion (5) from the Debye-Huckel quation (3) is 
considerably small; +0.85% at Skbar and +3~4% a[ lOkbar. The ahovc orrection does not alter 
the main statement there. 
   There is also atypographical error in Eq. (6) on page 71. \egative sign must be added to the r. 
h. s. of [be equation.
